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one armie and the other to the other) in feet, and
thereto ad 9, to which ad the moones age (accounting
the day in which it was new for one), to which ad 12 ;
all these added together divide by six, and what
remains keepe in your mind, and account from the
left hand armie, and when come at the number, that
armie will be beaten.
Example : Suppose the shade be 10 feet, to which
ad 9 which make 19, to which I ad 9 for the moons
age (it being the 9th day from the change inclusive),
which make 28, to which ad 12 makes 40, then cast
away 6 as many times as can which is 6 times, and
there will remaine 4 ; therefore begin with the armie
on the left hand reckoning it for the first, the right
hand armie for the 2d, the left againe for the 3d, the
right hand for the 4th, which shewes the 4th to light
upon the right hand armie, 'which shewes that it will
be beaten by the left hand armie ; but had the shadow
not beene even feet, then you must ad to them to make
them even, as if it had been 9f feete then ad J- to make
it even &ca. This must be done before the Armies
go to fight; and if you find that there comes out even
6s, then the Armies will not fight.
98. SHORT LIFE
Harl. MS. 4255, fol. 9.
The Bamins say That if any child be borne on
Saturday when the Sun riseth, or within one gurrie,
and that at that time the Moone be in the latter part
of Cancer betwixt the lyth and 3Oth degree, then
that child will be very short lived ; also if a tree be set
at that time it will not grow.

